A New Year Begins...

Crossroads welcomes you to the 2017-2018 school year! As your student grows accustomed to their new building, schedules, and teachers, the overwhelmed feeling will fade. It is an exciting time for me to get to know all the fresh faces. There is so much growth happens between day one and day 180. The journey has just begun!

Website Information

All teachers are required to have a website of information about their class. The links can be found on the NVPS.net website. NVPS.net -> Schools -> Crossroads -> Academics

The website for Course 2 can be found by typing in the URL, as well. You can find it at NVcourse2.weebly.com

The website includes weekly homework, student spotlight and documents/videos. You can subscribe to my newsletter, too!

Classroom Policies

- No phones are allowed to be used in the room.
- Bring a pencil, homework, and planner EVERY day.
- Calculators will be used second semester. All homework is to be completed manually.
- Homework is not DAILY and should not take more than 20 minutes.
- All students signed a Social Contract that they created for their hour.
- Homework and Quizzes make up 20% of a student's grade. Tests make up the remaining 80%
- Test corrections are available on every test to earn back 1/2 credit.

Data

A pre and post test will be taken before and after each section. The pre-test is given before any instruction occurs. The scores will be recorded and seen on ParentVue. but do NOT affect their grade. That data is recorded to show individual growth, as well as group growth.

Students will also take a Delta Sceener 3x a year to collect data over the whole year!